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Comparison of estimators of common mean of two
normal populations using Monte Carlo simulation

P Rajini, Krishna Reddy M and Jayr lakshmi C

Abstrrct
Estimating common mean of seveml normal populations with unknown variances, which may be equal or
unequal is ooe ofthe interesting problems in statistical iofereoce. Estimalion ofcommon mean based on
iodepeDde sa$ples has some rmresolved problems in liteiaturelln this paper we considered different
estimators of common mean available in the literahfe and compared them with rcspect to their bias,
standard eftor, skewness and kurtosis.
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2. Dilferelt estimstors ofcommon mesn
We considered eleven estimators ploposed by different authbrs,
2.f. The Gmybitl - Deal (1959) defined an estimator for commort mean as,
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They defined that it is an unbiased estimator of p and is uniformly better than sample mean for
nr, u ) 10.

2.2. Brovm and Cohen (1974) considered the estimators ofthe following forms
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l.Inhoduction
In estfuBting the common mean of several normal populations with uaknowa aud uuequal
variances it is clear that the distribution of any combined estimator of p will involve nuisance
parameters. The problem of estimation of common mean p of two or more univariate normal
populations with unknown and unequal variances based on independent samples offixed sizes
has some unresolved problems. Unifom y minimum variance unbiased estimator of p in this
problem does not exist. Estimation of treatretrt effect in a BIBD with uncorrelated random
block eIfects, by suitably combining the intra block estimate and the inter block estimate is the
motiyation to march towards the problem of estimation of common mean of seyeral normal
populations with unequal and unknown variances. The main objective of this paper is to
compare the seyeral estimators of common mean of two normal populations with respect to
their Relative bias and standard enor for different sample sizes using Monte Carlo Simulation.
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